
Chris ‘Indy’ Kopp is one of the Welders at Yeti- Here’s what he told us......(around 2011)

1) OK, So we know your name, tell us a little about Chris/ Indy the welder, and what makes 
him tick?

A 32oz Pepsi every morning. I don't really know, I've been asked that question my whole career. I 
think the drive to make the next project or frame better than the last is a big, big part of me. I won't 
except 80% and I think it's a waste of time not to try to be the best.

2) What attracted you to be part of the team at the Yeti factory?

It was a new challenge for me to tackle along with the history of the brand. Everyone here is 
committed to cycling and not as just a job, they live and breath bicycling and the cycling 
community. And I get to ride everyday on the factory ride.

3) Before your time at Yeti, what else did you make/weld anything interesting (I guess 
your nick name gives something away)?

Hot Rods, world record speed snowmobiles, flat track Harley's for the factory team. Sprint, midget 
and dirt champ cars. Restored old Indy cars, airplanes and of course built a lot of Indy car parts. 

4) I understand the 303 is a little time consuming to make, how long does it take from 
having the tubes and parts to having a fully welded main frame?

About four hours, it's the most "hands" on frame we build. You have to hand trim the top tube to fit 
the down tube perfectly to get the YETI "no gaps" fit, which is so important to get a straight 
finished product.

5) Working with the Yeti crew, and having Jared, Justin, Rich etc on the team and 
having worked with previous racers, such as Jill K, you must have a few interesting 
or funny stories, can you share one with us?
 

I'm afraid the stories I have can not be told here so as to not tarnish their hero status. 

6) So, where's your favorite 3 places to ride or race?

Living in Colorado it's hard to choose because every place is great. but I'll try...Fruita, any place the 
factory lunch ride goes and any Cyclocross course.

7) Your favorite bike/s to ride at the moment is a..........?

Asr and any prototype we build and get to test.

8) What interests you outside of the Mountain bike world?

Camping, hiking and skiing. My wife and I are currently renovating our current house and 
designing a new modern house to build..

9) Which cyclist (in MTBing) do you admire the most?

Ned Overend, the guy is 53ish and can still enter a National Men's Pro race and finish in the top 10! 
And I have to mention Ross Milan, the guy works in the Yeti factory from 8 to 5:30, helps raise his 



son, finds time to train in between and races on the factory team. That's commitment...

10) Anybody you'd like to thank?

There are so many people that have passed on their wisdom and shared their skills that it would take 
up more space than your server holds. I would like to acknowledge all the people who ride and 
follow the Yeti brand for their continued interest and support, if it wasn't for them I wouldn't be 
answering these questions


